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Let's kick things off. Would you rather...
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Live life on autopilot and in reaction to everything and everyone
Lead with awareness, more energy, and feel fulfilled

Opening Notes:



The 3 Steps to a Successful Mompreneur Life are transforming through:

1.

2.

3.
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The Supporting A's in the A-Game Formula are:



What are the 3 Stages of Self-Awareness?

1.

2.

3.
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What are the 3 Main Mompreneur Buckets?

1.

2.

3.

You can create a______________________ and_______________________

Mompreneur Life that includes ______________________, _________________,

and ____________________.



3 mistakes to avoid so you can thrive in MomLife and create a
profitable business: (Self-Care, Family Time, Profitable Business)
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Mistake #1:

Mistake #2:

Mistake #3:



What was your top takeaway?

Notes:
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As a single mom, I held a lot of guilt on focusing too much on my entrepreneurial hats
and not enough on my quality time with my boys. It showed up in my work and I didn’t
even know.  We have been working together for a little over a month and the
newfound clarity, structure, and self-nurturing. I have learned to receive has given me
the ability to almost double my client acquisition, establish a better relationship with
my children and also focus on my newest venture in writing my first book.

Working with Susan has added so many layers to the solid foundation of personal
growth I’ve been severing for years. Digging into her program has opened up action
steps to having a positive mindset, through not only believing and thinking but acting
and achieving to build new habits.

The results so far have proven that when you invest in yourself monetarily,
thoughtfully, and proactively, the ROI will blossom tenfold. 

Kristyn Koegel
Author, Coach, and Mom of 2, Kristyn Koegel, LLC
KristynKoegel.com
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Working with Susan has given me the ability to
achieve my desired results in a very short period
of time. Before, I did not have a clear vision of how
my different business ventures could give me an
adequate ROI. I also did not have the confidence or
structure to form a solid action plan on attaining
these goals. I suffered from a personal/ business
life balance.
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